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Top Quality

Tennis Complex to Be
Constructed at PY A&M
A tournament-quality tennis complex will be constructed at Prairie View A&M University under a $605,000
contract awarded in late September by The Texas A&M
University System Board of Regents.
The eight-court facility will be built by Bryan Construction Company of Bryan and be located southwest of
the university's field house.
Prairie View A&M President A. I. Thomas said the
complex will rank among the best at any public institution
in Texas. The facility will be lighted and include a
scoreboard and bleachers for spectators.
The facility will be used for varsity, training and competition as well as for physical education and recreational
activities, Dr. Thomas noted.
Prairie View's campus currently includes four tennis
courts.

November Panther to Feature
Ford's Insider Magazine
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T.£A. Approves Teacher Education Programs
Several teacher education
programs were approved for
Prairie View A&M in September by the Texas Education
Agency's Commission on
Standards for the Teaching

Profession.
Dr. Alton 0 . Bown, Texas
Commissioner of Education
advised President A. I.
Thomas of the action and
expressed appreciation for the

Legislator Seeks More Funds
For Prairie View A&M and TSU
Rep. Wilhelmina Delco,
D-Austin said she will sue, if
necessary, to get predominantly black Prairie View A&M a
share of the $1.2 billion-plus
Permanent University Fund.
Mrs. Delco said her
objectives in either a suit or
legislation also would include
greater state funding for Texas
Southern University. She

stated that the best and fastest
route would be passage of a
law by the 1981 Legislature
guaranteeing Prairie View a
share of the PUF. Such a move
failed in 1979.
the fund consists of revenue
from oil-rich lands dedicated
to the University of Texas and
Texas A&M by the Texas Constitution.

1980

PV to Receive
Energy Cost

cooperation of the President
and his staff in following state
procedures to improve the
competencies of future Texas
Washington(UPI)- Energy
teachers.
Secretary Charles Duncan has
The programs approved
included elementary and high awarded $320,000 to five preschool provisional certification dominantly black colleges,
including Prairie View A&M,
in Health Education, Physical for research on the impact of
Education and Reading. Also rising energy costs on Ameriapproved was a Plan II ca's poor and minorities.
Elementary program in Home
A spokesman called the
Economics, and All-level Phy- grants a quick agency response
sical Education and a to President Carter's August 8
professional high school Phy- executive order calling on the
sical Education Plan.
Education Department and
Dr. Harry G. Hendricks, other agencies to encourage
Dean of the College of participation by black schools
Education, was the principal in federally sponsored procontact person at Prairie View grams.
in seeking certification of these
In addition to Prairie View
new programs.
A&M, the four-year colleges
receiving the research grants
were Atlanta University in
Atlanta; Jackson State in
Jackson, Mississippi; Kentucky
State in Frankfor; and Virginia
Union University in Richmond.
"They'll be assessing the
current energy needs of
low-income groups and minorities;• an agency spokesman
said. "They will also be looking
at the impact of energy
consumption on poor Americans!'

Study Finds

"Money! Money! Money!"
is the title of the fall issue of
Ford's Insider, a 24-page, fullcolor supplement to The
Panther, scheduled to appear
in "November!'
Each Insider issue deals with
one feature topic of interest to
college students. The upcoming issue offers students tips on
dealing with the economy and
getting the most out of a
dollar. Examined are student
credit, smart shopping strategies, dealing with rip-offs,
student housing alternatives,

and way to live on less.
There's even information on
how some students make
money during college years,
and how others locate sources
of financial aid.
For the fourth year, Ford
Motor Company 1s the exclusive advertiser for the Insider
program because of their interest in providing services to
college student s. 13-30 Corporation, the nation's largest
college magazine publisher,
edits, designs, and distributes
Insider for Ford.

Productive People

PV Grad First Woman on
Brenham City Commission
Josie Williams, a graduate
of Prairie View A&M University, recently became the first
woman to be appointed to the
Brenham Commission.
Mrs. Williams, who taught
homemaking in Brenham for
more than 40 years, was sworn
in October 7 as a replacement
for commissioner Bryan Rothermel . Rothermel esigned
September 24 after hi son was
hired by the Brenham-Washington County Emergency
Medical Service. The city
charter does not allow a person
to serve on the commission if a
close relative is a city employee.
Mrs. Williams said she
would be available to "all the
citizens of Brenham for any
concern they might have!'

A lifelong resident of Brenham, Mrs. Williams received
her B.A. and M.A. degrees in
homemaking from Prairie
View A&M University and did
other graduate study at Texas
Women's University, Texas
A&M University and the University of Colorado.
She taught homemaking
until 1966, when she became a
visiting teacher. She retired in
1973.

She is a member of the
Brazos Valley Regional Council on Aging, the Brenham
Civic Club, and a commissioner for the Brenham
Housing Authority.
One of her sons, Connie is
an executive assistant to
Houston Mayor Jim McConn,
and the other, Weldon, in a
nuclear physicist in Pittsburgh.

Century Two Book Review

"SALLY HEMINGS"
by
Barbara Chase-Ribaud

Reviewed by
DR. JUNE H. BREWER

WEDNESDAY EVENING,
OCTOBER 29, 1980
at 6:00 o'clock
RALSTON PURINA AWARD - Jack B. Brannen, district manager, presents scholarship award to Paul Davis, PV agricultural student. Ag dean Dr. Freddie Richards (left) and
President A. I. Thomas Wel'e a part of the presentation.

PRESIDENT'S
CAMPUS RESIDENCE
~

A FIRST FOR BRENHAM - Mn. Josie Williams,
member of a long line of PV-ites, expresses appreciation
after bein sworn in as City Commissioner in Brenham.
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New Effort to
Free Hostages
In Progress

Teacher Appraisal Workshop
Sponsored by Phi Deha Kappa

An all-out effort to obtain
release of the 52 Americans in
Iran is likely to happen
between now and election day,
November 4, which also would
be the first anniversary of the
seizure of the U. S. embassy in
Tehran.
A senior administation
source said the hostage release
effort is in a very active stage,
with plans drawn up within the
government to meet various
demands that have been put
forward at different times in
the recent past.

A Diamond Jubilee Workshop for Teacher Appraisal
For improvement, sponsored
by the Prairie View A&M
University Chapter of Phi
Delta Kappa, will be held
November 7 at the Memorial
Center on campus.
William Kephart, director
for Phi Delta Kappa's Center
for Evaluation, Development
and Research, is guest director
for the one day conclave.
Objectives of the workshop
are three phase including
listing the major components,
advantages, and disadvantages

of current methods of teacher
appraisal; to identify techniques and procedures that can
be used to improve these
methods, and to consider them
for application in meeting their
own teacher appraisal needs.
Dr. Carl Settles, associate
director of Prairie View A-"M
University Counseling Services, says school administrators, school board members,
or anyone interested in gaining
information from a teacher appraisal system are urged to
attend.
Topics include Current

Leaders Say Recession Over
But Recovery Will Be Slow

William Kephart
l'hi Delta Kappa Official

Approaches to Teacher Appraisal, Practice and Simulated
Teaching Session with Teacher
Appraisal Approaches, and
Review of Alternative Approaches to Teacher Appraisal.
Registration fee of $22.00.

Hot Springs, Va.-A group
of business leaders has
concluded the nations recession is over but that any
recovery would probably be
extremely sluggish. This consensu was expressed at a
business meeting in Hot
Springs by members of the
Business Council, an prganization made of top officers of the
natiotn's leading corporations.
Their view renect the findings
of a group of corporate
economist who serve as
technical consultants.
In particular, the leaders
expressed a belief that the
chances of a renewed recession
are small. "They believed that
\\e have probably bottomed
out of this thing:• said Clifton
C Garvin. As a result of the

A&M Board Chairman Heads
State University Group

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
WITH MEAD OFFICE SYSTEMS
The Mead·Corporation is an international forest product company headquartered in
Dayton, Ohio Mead serves nine major market areas. Among these areas are the
publishing. printing, school and home, and energy industries.
Mead Office Systens is Mead Corporation's newest division . It was spec1f1cally formed
to take full advantage of Mead's leadership position in acray ink jet printing
technologies Mead Office Systems' business charter includes an integrated series of
products aimed at tl'e ;e;,rographics industry. These products will employ the current
state-of-the-art 1n ,ri, Jet onnting systems. A total divisional headquarters, adding full
manufacturing ano Marlreting operations to the engineering development , will be
permanently located in the North Dallas area.
Salaries are open with liberal Mead benefits. The environment is stimulating , highly
professional , and offers a great many advancement paths for the right people.
PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
E~ECTRICAL ENGINEER: BS . MS or PhD in Electrical Engineering. 0-3 years
experience with skills in microprocessor design and memory systems. Starting date.
as soon as available. Will be responsible for developing digital logic design, testing of
systems. Orientation will consist of on-the-job training .
MECHANICAL ENGINEER: BS, MS or PhD in Mechanical Engineering. 0-3 years
experience with emphasis on machil)e design and analysis. Starting date. as soCln as
available. Responsible for produc, designing and developing of nardware and
mechanisms for office products. Analyze static and dynamic factors related to machine
design. Orientation will consist of on-the-job training .
MATERIALS ENGINEER: BS, MS or PhD in Materials Science or Chemistry. Starting
date. as soon as available. Individual with a Materials Science degree would be
involved in amorphorous materials compositions and formulations . Individual with a
Chemistry degree would be involved 1n material analysis or material formulation/ ink
chemistry . Orientation will consist of on-the-Job training .
SOFTWARE ENGINEER: BS or MS, Computer Science or Electrical Engineering with
Software emphasis 0-3 years experience in any major mini-micro computer product.
Starting date· as soon as available Responsibilities include analyzing , flow charting.
coding and testing a software program module as defined in a set of
requirements/specifications documents. Orientation will consist of on-the-Job training .

OCTOBER 31
Interviewing on Campus
[ Contact Placement Office)

(Toad
OfficeSystems
1307 Glenville Dr., Richardson, Texas 75081
[ 214 J 699-1500

Clyde H . Wells, chairman of
The Texas A&M University
System Board of Regents, is
the new chairman of the Committee of Governing Boards of
Texas State Universities.
Wells, who has been a
member of the Texas A&M
board since 1961 and is serving
hi sixth two-year term as
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sluggish outlook, Walter B.
Wriston, chairman of the
Corporation predicted "interest rates are going to
decline, I believe, between now
and Chri tmas'.'
At a news conference here,
Treasury Secretary G. William
Miller tempered his harsh
words of the week before
about banks. There's nothing
to be gained by trying to deal
in an unprecedented environment by finger pointing;• said
Miller. All of us are puzzled by
the interaction of the growth
of money and interest rates
and economic statistics. Miller's points are that interest
rates are far higher now than is
customary as a recession is
ending,

My Neighbors

chairman, succeeds A. M.
Willis of the North Texas State
University Board of Regents.
Wells, formerly vice chairman,
was elected to the top position
at the group's recent meeting
at the Dallas-Fort Worth
Airport .

Go from classes
to Tennessee
and change the world.
There's someone you should meet on your campus.
Why7 Because you just might be offered a job. And not
just any job- a good job. With a corporation that has
become a model for the rest of the country, the rest of
the world.
The corporation is the Tennessee Valley Authority,
a public corporation serving over four million people in
seven states. NA is involved in everything from
pioneering new energy power technologies, to the
design and construction of power plants,
environmental protection, industrial hygiene, radiation
monitoring, agricultural development and flood control.
NA is committed to equal opportunity
employment and we're looking for engineers and
people in computer science and other technical fields.
So make your future better: Visit your College
Placement Office for a listing of our many disciplines.
Then talk to the NA recruiter: Our on-campus visit will
be October 29 fW).
For more information or if you miss our recruiter,
contact your placement office or write Mr. Ron Brock.
Tennessee Valley Authority. Employment Branch
CRO854, Room 313, Knoxville, Tenn. 37902
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World, National and State

NEWS BRIEFS
NEW VESSEL COMMISSIONED
The U.S.S. Constitution, the nation's oldest frigate,
Saturday. October 11, welcomed the nations newest frigate in a
commissioning ceremony at Charlestown Navy Yard. The U .S.S.
Samuel Eliot Morison, a new jet powered guided missile frigate is
named after the late historian and Harvard history professor. The
ship was greeted by Old Ironsideds, which fought more than 40
engagements after its 1797 launching in Boston. It is believed to
be the first time the Constitution officially participated in the
commissioning of a naval vessel.
(R . G.)
KISSINGER'S TRANSCRIPTS
The former Secretary of Sate agreed to relice to the
government transcripts of his telephone conversations while in
office. Yet, he is able to keep tapes which he considers personal.
(PS.)

BUS STRIKE CUTS SCHOOL AITENDANCE
Boston (UPI) - Bus driver strike cut public school
attendance nearly in half. This strike forced 27,500 students to
choose between alternate transponation or staying home.
(S. M.)
OCEAN ENERGY PRODUCE EXPECTED
TO BENEFIT FEW
The government is pouring millions of dollars into an ocean
project to tap an energy source that may produce electrical
benefits for only one state - Hawaii.
The idea is aimed at turning differences in water temperature
into electricity.
Even so, the Energy Department is spending $40 million a
year for ocean energy technology and President Carter signed a
bill last summer a 1999 goal of deriving 10,000 megawatts of
power from the source.
(T. G.)
COUPLE WANTING CHILD SUEING
In Cleveland, Ohio - Charlotte and Edward Zak, a Rocky
River couple unable to have children, has waited for more than
three years to adopt a child from the Catholic Family and
Children's Services. Now they are sueing. The couple, frustrated
by the long wait and expense, filed suit in U. S. District Court
against Auxiliary Bishop Anthony Pilla, interim bishop of the
Cleveland Catholic Diocese and four employees of the adoption
agency, demanding that a child be placed in their home. (A . S.)

Support The Panthers

unc:Jtr Section 602

Greek Letter Organizations
Make Who's Who
The 1980 edition of Who'~
Who Among Students in
American Universities and
Colleges had numerous members of Black Greek Letter
Organii.ations. Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc. leads the
list with 31 7 members followed
by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
with 251; Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity with 174; Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity with 112; Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity with 74;
Zeta Phi Beta Sorotity with 44;
Phi Beta Sigma with 31; and
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority
with 30 members.
The Sorors of Zeta Gamma
Chapter of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc. that are
listed are: Soror Anita Berry,
Soror Felicia Deloach, Soror
Cathleen Goines, Soror Beatrice Moore, Soror Fernita

Parker, Soror Sonja Randle,
Soror Sharon Stafford and
Soror Nikki Torian.
The Sorors of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc . would
like to congratulate a ll
Sororities and Fraternities on
the election of their members
to Who's Who.
AKA Special Lady

Conference Held
On Basic Skills
The Center for Learning
and Teaching Effectiveness, a
support unit of the University,
is promoting the Regional
Conference on Texas Assessment of Basic Skills (TABS).
This conference, sponsored by
See CONFERENCE, Page 5

Aural Electrlficatlon Administration

Careers: Electric/Telephone Engineering
Excellent opportunities In Rural
Electrlllcatlon and
Telecommunlcatlons for Electrical
Engineers and Electronlc
Engineers.

Ask your Placement Officer for
pamphlets telling what the Rural
Electrification Administration
offers for a challenging career woth
all advantages of the Federal Civil

Service.

EE seniors sign up for a persona l
lnle<View with the REA Recruiting
Representative who will be at your
Placement Office Nov. 18, 1980.

REA Is an Equal Opportunity
Employer

THREE
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Social Work .and
Sociology Dept
Sponsors Seminar
The Department of Social
Work and Sociology will
sponsor a Seminar in Hobart
Taylor Hall, October 29, 1980
at 10:30 a.m. in Room IAI 10.
The Seminar will penain to
various Aspects of" Law
Enforcement. The lecturer will
be the Honorable Judge
Alexander Green of the Harris
County Court o f Houston,
Texas.
The Department encourages
all students and faculty
members to attend the seminar.

SUPPORT THE
PANTHERS
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DEPARTMENT OF READING
Graduate Auiatants po&e with Department
Secretary: Standing (l-r) Donna Za Turner, Felicia Wesley; Seated, Pauline Hayes, Secretary
and Deborah Holland.

E-Systems continues
the tradition of
the world's great problem solvers.
Developing the analytical theory known by his
name, Joseph Fourier gave
the world a basic tool for
engineering analysis and
system design.
Today, E-Systems
engineers are carrying on
his tradition. They're using
Fourier's mathematical
accomplishments to solve
some of the world's toughest electronics problems

via computer-desig ned
c ircuitry.
E-Systems designs
and prod uces communications systems, data systems,
antenna systems, intelligence and reconnaissance
systems that are often the
first-of-a-kind in the world.
For a reprint of the
Fourier illustration and
information on career op-

portunities with E-Systems
in Texas, Florida, Indiana,
Utah or Virg inia, write:
Lloyd K. Lauderdale, V.P.
Research and Eng ineering ,
E-System s, Corporate
Headquarters, P.O. Box
226030, Dallas, TX 75266.

•==

E-S"l'STEMS

The problem
solvers.
A'1 equa 0PP0"U'1 ly emptOye• M F '"' V
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Attention

Gov. Clements to Support
Fund for Black Colleges

Waller County Senior Citizens
The Waller County Senior Citizens project conjunction with
Cooperative Extension prgram Prairie View A&M University will
open its new site in Prairie View, Texas Thursday morning,
October 23, 1980, 9:00a.m. to 11:30 a.m. the site will be open for
recreation and continuing education on Tuesday and Thursday,
9:30 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m. The Senior Citizens office will be open
daily for other social services, such as information and referral,
outreach and telephone reassurance. All senior citizens are
welcome. For further information, please contact Barbara Sefas,
Project Director at 857-2027.

By Jack Weeks

~II Campus Organizations
· All Pledging Activities must cease and desist during this
Ncek of Mid-Term, Monday, October 20, 1980 thru Friday,

)ctober 24, 1980 and on Monday, October 27, 1980 your
>rganizations may return to its pledging Activities.
Failure to comply with this regulation will result in
tutomatic suspension of your organization.
From: Office of Student Activities

,._. lntarastad in Drafting and Design
The P.V.U. Chapter of the American Institute for Drafting
md Design (AIDD) is now holding a membership drive. This is a
ton-profit organization constructed to help students to become
nore educated about the drafting and design world. You need
10t to be enrolled in drafting courses to become a member. The
mnual dues are $5.50 for new members and $5.00 for returning
nembers. Anyone interested please contact:
President Robert Smith - 2006
Vice President Diane Ashton - U,75
Secretary Sandra White - 4094
>r any other member. Meetings will be held every Tuesday at 6:30
n the upstairs drafting room of the Industrial Education
3uilding.

Devotion
Devotion is something that comes within the heart there is no
;ubstitute for it. It is a fact that nothing is like the real thing.
People often say I am devoted to the one I love. This statement is
:asier said than done. Many relationships do not have the true
ievotion that is needed to have an everlasting love. Devotion,
.rue devotion comes straight from the heart.
Bridget "Sweetness" Bass

Thought For Today
October 15, 1980

I Need Thee, Lord
I do need Thee, Lord. I need Thee now.
I know that I can do without many of the
things that once I thought were necessities, but without Thee I cannot live,
and I dare not die.
I give Thee my gratitude for that constant
sense of need that keeps me close to Thy
side. Help me to keep my hand in Thine
and my ears open to the wisdom of Thy
voice.
In Thy strength, who hast overcome the
wor ld, I make this praye r .
In Jesus Name, Amen.

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER

Published Bi-Weekly in the Interest of a Greater Prairie
View A and M. University. The PANTHER serves as the
voice of Pantherland.

Prairie View A&M University is open to all, regardless
of race, color, ·religion, or national origin.
REroRTERS: .... Hedy Ratcliff, Janice Harris, Patricia T urner

Carl Alexander, Michael Brown
Eunice Baldwin, Pamela Shorter
SPORTS: -··-··········· Michael Heam, Jerry Mathis, David W ells
(Henry H awkins)
CLERICAL: ..............................•. Shannon Dennis, Malbe Garcia
(Vanessa Jackson)
ADVERTISING: ···············-·······-··-··· Melba Garcia (Gloria Perez)
PHorocRAPHY: ·-·-··························· Brett Hom, Carl Hamilton
(Paris Kincade, Tom Godwin)

HOLD THAT POSE - Student photographers caught

this happy group for one in the Panthers Series fo special
shots. Maybe you and your gang will be next.

Best Sellers
FICTION
I. F1resla.rter, by Stephen King.
2. Rage of Angels, by Sidney Sheldon
3. lbe Flftb Horseman, by Larry Collins and Dominique
Lapierre.
4. lbe Key To Rebecca, by Ken Follett.
5. Fanny, by Erica Jong.
6. The Origin, by Irving Stone.
7. Random Winds, by Belva Plain.
8. lbe Tenth Commandment, by Lawrence Sanders.
9. The Bourne Identity, by Robert Ludlum.
10. Kane & Abel, by Jeffrey Archer.
NON-FICTION
I. Crisis Innsting, by Douglas R. Casey.
2. SheUey: Also Known As Shirley, by Shelley Winters.
3. Music For Cllameleons, by Truman Capote.
4. Free To Choose, by Milton and Rose Friedman.
5. Craig Claiborne's Gourmet Diet, by Craig Claiborne with
Pierre Franey.
6. lbe Sky's The Limit, by Wayne Dyer.
7. Nothing Down, by Robert G. Allen.
8. Number 1, by Billy Martin and Peter Golenbock.
9. Lyndon, by Merle Miller.
10. Anatomy of an Dlness, by Norman Cousins.

" Best Sellers;• The New York Times Book Review, (October 5,
1980), page 42.
Dr. A . I. Thomas, President, Prairie View A&M Upiversity
Dr. Clarissa Booker, Chairman, The Century 11 Reading Commiu ee

Howtost

college

Governor William P . Clem- center will be t o generate
ents, Jr., in a letter to Prairie technical information concernView A&M University Presi- ing the production and
dent Alvin I. Thomas, stat es he utilization of milk and meat
is "Cornrnitted to maintaining from dairy goats and to
strong support for historically disseminate this information to
large and small-holder problack institutions'.'
ducers and processors, domesThe governor added:
" And it is encouraging to tic and commercial!'
know that the federal agencies
The center, expected to be
are similarly committed!'
completed about mid-summer
The correspondence comes of 1982, will be secong to none
on the heels of House Bill 7557 of its type o f man's " forgotten
authorizing federal grants to animal!'
predominantly black land
In addition to the director,
grant colleges to strengthen
their facilities for food and the center is being staffed with
professionals having Ph.D's
agricultural research.
The bill was passed October and other staffers training in
ruminant nutrition, physiology
1 and sent to the Senate.
The governor also stated of reproduction, veterinary
that he "sincerely hoped that science, engineering and dairy
federal policy regarding his- manufacturing.
In another development on
torically black institutions will
have some degree of consis- the Prairie View A&M
University campus, Dr. E .
tency!'
The bill will authoriz.e grants Drams experimentally adultetotaling $10 million a year to rated soils with cadmium at
be divided among the 17 insti- levels usually found in
tutions for each of the five agricultural soils near large
fiscal years which began cities and found that this toxic
metal moves into the livers of
October 1, says Rep. Kida de
la Garza, D-Texas, who spon- broiler chickens fed wheat
growing on these adulturated
sored the bill.
"This is a catch-up program soils.
"The analysis also shows a
to help institutions which have
not shared equitably in the past strong t rend that this toxic
in funding for badly needed element can pass into the eggs
research facilities;' says de la of laying hens when fed wheat
grain growing on soils containGarza.
Already on t)le drawing ing cadmium!' Dr. prams says.
After the experin\ents on the
boards with bids expected in
late November, is t he Prairie View campus during
Internat ional Dairy Goat the past two years, Dr. Br-ams
Research Center at P rairie was asked to take soil samples
from a number of localities in
View A&M university.
the area t o determine the
Says Dr. Frank Pinkerton,
concentration o f cadmium in
director of the center:
" The specific mission of the the soils.

your
rs.

You don't have to be a math genius to figure it out. Basic money
management and careful budgeting are two very effective ways to
keep from feeling the pinch when money gets tight. And we'll tell
you how to do just that, and more, in our next issue of
"Insider," the free supplement to your college
newspaper from Ford.
we·n explain how to meet the high cost of tuition
through scholarships and student loans. We'll set
up guidelines for developing your ow
personal finance system . . . like custom
tailoring a budget ... choosing and
maintaining a checking account
.. . and obtaining and using
credit wisely. And we'll
offer tips on how to

I

FIVE
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Charles Gilpin Players Present -

Class of '83 -

The Amen Corner

Sophomore Class
· Elet:ts OfficBrs
The sopho mo re class o fficers for the 1980-1981
academic school year ha s
established a base for
productivity. By reappointment, the sophomore class o fficers were formed. They have
begun setting up de signated
activities which will capitalize
on the energy and enthusiasm
of the class of "'83!'
The sopho mo er class officers consist of Jimmy Williams, P resident, and engineering major from Houston,
Texas; Vice-President, Shawn
Servance, an accounting major
from H ouston, Texas; Lolita
Morris, secretary, an elementary major from Hou ston,
Texas; Rosalind Chew, treasurer, and elementary education
major from Houston, Texas;
Kim Mitchell, assistant treasurer and projects coordinator, a
n ursing major from Beaumont, Texas; Deborah Thomas, parliamentarian, an nursing major from Houston,
Texas; Veronica Bowden,
editor-reporter, an engineering
major from DeKalb, Texas.
These are positions open and
several offices that need to be
filled such as: Sargeant-alarms, Communications officer, and Public relations officer. There are also many
committee positions open. If
you are interested, please call
3 184 and ask for Jimmy
Williants. These persons represent a group of strong-minded
and capable individuals. They
should be commended for accepting the responsibility of
leadership and for leading such
a dynamic class of this year.
Congratulations are in order
as the class of "'83" does it
again. This time a step higher
up the ladder.
Blast-off.
No, it's not a rocket, but it's
the class of "'8,3!' They are on
the move again. The sophomores are in the process of
fo rmulating Mr. and Miss
Sophomore for the 1980-81
school year. We want you to
join us in the comation and
festivities. The officers of the
sophomore class would like to

October 14th at 8:00 p.m. in rick Wade, Carlos Pierott,
Hobart Taylors Senior Hall at Elvin Adams, Paul Osborne,
P rairie View A&M University, Tyrone Grant, Terry Spivey,
t he famous Charles Gilpin Terry Payne, Edgar Faucett,
P la yers presented a James Roland Staton; Church MemBaldwin Production entitled: bers were: Eunice Baldwin,
THE AMEN CO RNER. The Debra Cummings, Kathy
Amen Corner, a religious McDaniel, Charlotte Walker,
event, highlighted h ypocrisy in P amela Mosley, Sharon Wilt he church a nd emphasized liants, Charles Williams, Perman's need to live his own life. cy Weathers, Robert Hart,
It was a three act drama which Wa yne Russell, Paula Go ss,
set the ungodly action on the and Verlingia Harrell; Street
street in front of the church People were: Donald Thomas,
and the home o f Margaret Carey Whea tley, Shedrick
Alexander, the protagonizing Stokes, Brian Williams, ·P aul
preacher. T he u niversity's Lewis, Donnie Turner , and
production crew and technical Betty McNair.
THE AMEN CORNER was
staff once a gain efficiently
produced by special arrangeauxiliarated the acts. Act I A Sunday Morning in Harlem; ment with Samuel French, Inc.
Act II - The Following and acknowledged by Dr. Ted
Saturday Afternoon; and Act Shine, Robert Smith and Rita
Tamplin.
III - The Next Morning.
Under the direction of Mr.
C. Lee Turner, the cast in- •
eluded: Lillian Randle, Iris
Polk, Theresa Bullard, Patricnella Ledet, Sandra Lovelady,
Tracy Ledet, Terry Heard,
Vonnie Hopkins, Mattie Arps,
Carol Wave, Stephanie Briscoe, Lucille Oliver, Secelia
Jo~nson, Jackie Foster, Frede-

A Scene from the recent dramatic presentation, "The Amen Corner!'

Co nference CONTINUED from Page 3
the Division of Continuing
Education, was held Saturday,
October l8, 1980, 8:00
a.m:-2:30 p .m., Memorial
Student Center Ballroom,
Prairie View A&M University.
The published results of the
Texas Assessment Basic Skills
(fABS) created a vast amount
o f concern and interest among
educators across t.he State.
This is an important issue
facing public school teachers
and administrators. The conference presenters focused
upon major concerns and
issues of TABS in general.
acknowledge as well as encourage fellow peers to
continue support of all related
activities. We need you to
make our class the best at
Prairie View A&M University.
Go Sophomores!! l ! ! l I!

PRESCRIPTIONS - DRUGS
Where You Get More Than Just
stick to those budgets.
With info on whe re to
live, a nd how to get the best
buys on food, entertainment,
clothing, travel, textpooks,
stereos, and more. Then we'll tell
you how to be sure you're getting what
you pay for. And how to complain when
you don't.
Check it out. You'll find some great tips on how
to stretch your college dollars. And who knows,
you may e ven discover being fruga l can be fun!
Also be sure to check out Ford's exciting new 1981
lineup, including Escort. The front-wheel drive car that's
built to take on the world. Wrth Escort you' ll find some great
ways to mul~iply your fun.

A Welcome and Good Service

CITY DRUG-HEIPSTEAD
826-2496

W. W. Wilkes, Owner

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Schwarz Inc.
'"104 <yuau of ContlnuD$ cSe:w £a"

COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE
and

FORD

FURNITURE STORE
(}t' $ a.

FORD DIVISION

New ventures. Creative challenges. Exciting possibrnties. As graduating engineers, you know alt of these are ahead of you, and Auor can offer them now.
Fluor is the leading total-responsibility contractor in engineering, design and
construction within the energy industry ... an industry whose growth projects a stable future for engineering graduates with the following majors:

Jif.uwi.u dol.nfJ &-

Tei. 826-2466
Hempstead,

wtth !JOU

P. 0 . Box 535

:rexas

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING

Auor's career opportunities will challenge your abilities, yoor imagination and
yoor mind.

Our representatives will be recruiting at Prairie View A&M on
November 7, 1980. For complete information about your career
at Fluor, and to sign up for an interview, go to the career planning
and placement office today.

.

"''FLUOR
·

'

Proud t.o be an Equal Opportur.ty Employer M/ F/ H
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PV Professor to Chair Section AK.A's Introduce Fall Line
The Sorors of Alpha Kappa dising major from San
Alpha Sorority, Inc. would Antonio, Texas; Lizabeth
Of Foreign language Meet
like to introduce to you, the Prater a Senior Food and

GUEST SPEAKER - Dr.
Carl Settles, associate director of COllnseling services at
Prairie View A&M Universi•
ty, was the guest speaker as
the National Association of
Market Developers saluted
black bll8inesspersons in the
Greater Holl8ton Area. Dr.
Settles, with a rich backgrollDd in both academics
and athletics, spoke on "The
Role of Bll&inessmen in
Higher Education!'

Mrs. Mamie J. McCloud,
Depanment of Modern Foreign Languages is to serve as
chairman of the African and
Afro-American Literature sect ion at the South Central
Modern Language Association
(SCMLA) that is meeting in
Memphis, October 30, 31, and
November 1st. Memphis State
University will be host to the
37th annual convention. Mrs.
McCloud served as secretary to
this section at the convention
in New Orleans, Louisiana last
year, therefore, her position
this year is Chairman of the
group.
In addition to all of the
regular sessions, Memphis
State University will have a

Mrs. McCloud

special seminar on William
Blake which wjll include an
exhbition of original prints by
William Blake.

Drew Hall Sponsors Free
Sickle Cell Screening

Steaks • Seafood - Chicken
Home Cooked Meals
Featuring Fresh Baked Bread,
Homemade Cakes and Pies
742 10th Street
Highway 290

826-2464

Hempstead, Texas

The Sickle Cell Disease Research Foundation of Texas
Inc. will be on the campus of
Prairie View A&M University,
November 17, 1980, 10:00
a.m.-3:00 p.m. in Alumni Hall
offering FREE education and
screening for sickle cell
anemia, sickle cell trait and
other sickle hemoglobinopatnies.
The sickle diseases and the
trait can be detected by a
simple test done on blood
extracted from an individual's
finger. All persons in their
childbearing years are encouraged to take the sickle cell
test. The screening, a service

students of Prairie View A&M
University our Fall Line of
1980.
The Fall Line consists of the
following young ladies: Carol
Alexander, a Sophomore Elementary Education major
from Lake Charles, Louisiana;
Elaine Bell, a Sophomore Elecrrical Engineering major from
Houston, Texas; Helen Callaier, a Sophomore Mechanical
Engineering major from Houston, Texas; Kathleen Charleston, a Sophomore Pre-Med
Biology major from Prairie
View, Texas; Ramona Davis, a
Sophomore Elementary Education major from Houston,
Texas; Cora Deveraux, a
Junior Elementary Education
major from Montgomery,
Texas; Jo}celyn Gibson, a
Sophomore Elementary Educat ion maajor from Montgomery, Texas; Vanessa Hardeway, a Sophomore Computer Science major from
Galveston, Texas; Regenia
Holden, a Senior Business
major from Houston, Texas;
Teri Hopkins, a Sophomore
Math major from Houston,
Texas; Cynthia Jackson, a
Sophomore Nursing major
from San Antonio, Texas;
Jennifer Jones, a Sophomore
Nursing major from Houston,
Texas; Cynthia Moore, a
Junior Clothing and Merchan-

project sponsored by the
Junior Fellows of Drew Hall,
is open to all students, faculty
and community residents.

Nutrition major from Houston, Texas; Pamela Shields, A
Senior Mass Communication
major from Houston, Texas;
Celita Swanson, a Senior
Social Work major from
Houston, Texas; Scarlett
Tandy, a Sophomore Psychology major from Chicago,
Illinois; Stacia Turnquest, a
Sophomore Business major
from Freeport, Bahamas;
Vanessa Walker, a Sophomore
Nursing major from Prairie
View, Texas; Kim Ware, a
Sophomore Business major
from Houston, Texas; Diedra
Wiley, a Sophomore Elementary Education major from
Houston, Texas; Doretha
Williams, a Junior Elementary
Education major from Houston, Texas and Lisa Williams,
a Sophomore Electrical Engineering major from Houston,
Texas.
The Sorors of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority look forward
to a successful pledge period.
We also wish our pledgees and
all other pledgees good luck
during the pledge period.
AKA - Special Lady
Walking is the exercise that
needs no gym . It is the
prescription without medicine,
the weight control without
diet, the cosmetic found in no
drugstore. It is the tranquilizer
without a pill, the therapy
without a psychoanalyst, the
fountain of youth that is no
legend. A walk is the vacation
that does not cost a cent.

MONEY
Investment Ideas

Carol Dee Bigham
Engineering Queen

The Society of Women
Engineers at Prairie View
A&M university is proud to
present our new queen "Miss
s.w.E:' Carol Dee Bigham.
Carol is a native Houstonian.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Dee Bigham.
Carol is a graduate of Kashmere Senior High, she is now a
Junior at Prairie View. Her
major is Electrical Engineering. She is a member of the
IEEE and the Baptist Student
Movement Choir. She enjoys
singing, dancing, knitting and
meeting new people. Carol's
main ambition in life is to
become an Electrical Engineer
and later become a Math
Teacher for advanced students. Congratulations Carol
Dee Bigham, Miss S .W .E .
1980-81.

,...---------------

CIVILIAN Engineering jobs with the Navv·s Western Division Naval
Facilities Engineering Command offer stimulating growth
opportunities for college engineering graduates.
Architectural, landscape, civil, electrical, industrial, mechanical,
sanitary, structural engineering assignments cover projects from
Arizona to Alaska and give young West Div engineers immediate
"hands on" experience leading quickly to top management
responsibility.
West Div has a unique Professional Development center program
for your continuing education to achieve your professional
engineering registration.
All the attractions and beauty of the san Francisco Bay area
surround the west Div Headquarters, located Just a few miles south
of the Golden Gate.
Contact your placement office today and sign up for an interview!

Rust Engineering
Makes New
Horizons
Realities

Rust
Engineeringa Top Ten industrial development
corporation. with
headquarters in Birmingham. Alabama- ls right on
top ol the world of design
and construction expansion.

When It comes to Industrial design
and construction development few companies have our broad experience and capabllltles. Rust is making things happen all over
the world in pulp and paper. ferrous and nonferrous metals. chemicals. energy conversion. and
environmental control. We make things happen tor
people. too. Thars why you might take another look at
your future and decide lo look our way. The vistas we offer
are attractive. and the employee package is outstanding. See
your college placement director for an opportunity to talk
It over with:

4\ TheRust

dG Engineering Company
A Subs1d1ary of Wheelabrator-Frye Inc

WESTERN DIVISION, NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING COMMAND
An Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Citizenship Required

More Wo,nen Then Men Attending College
Last year - for the first
time since World War 11 there were more women then
men enrolled in the nation's
colleges. according to a report
issued today by the U. S.
Department of Commerce's
Bureau of the Census, of the

11.4 million students attending
college, 5.9 million were
women. The enrollment reversal was attributed mainly to an
increase of women students
aged 35 and over. In the more
traditional student age bracket
- under 35 - the sexes were

about equal, at about 5 million
each. Women students over 35
outnumbered men almost 2 to
I - 914,000 compared with
487,000.
There were 57. 9 million
persons 3 to 34 years old
attending all types of schools

in America at the time of the
October 1979 survey, some
762,000 fewer than the year
before. The decline reflects the
continued decrease in the
number of students in the
elementary school and high
school age brackets. There was

P.O. Box 101. Birmingham. AL 35201

Money market instru·
ments are short-term obligations of banks, corporations
and the U.S. Government.
They are usually sold only
in large denominationssometimes $100,000, but
more often in $1,000,000
units.
Now, however, the smaller
investor can participate in
special funds, such as Drey·
fus Liquid Assets, which, by
combining your money with
that of others, give you
access to these money mar·
ket opportunities.
An initial investment of
$2,500 or more may be
followed by subsequent in·
vestments in amounts as
little as $100. There is never
a sales charge or penalty for
withdrawal.
For free information or a
prospectus, write Dreyfus
Liquid Assets, Inc., Dept.
MW, 767 Fifth AvenuEc,
New York, N.Y. 1015 3.
Read it carefully before you
invest. Or call 800-345-8601,
ext. 705; in Penn. 1-800·
662-5180, ext. 705.

Belgrade, Yugoslavia (UPI)
- Delegates to UNESCO's
21st general conference began
a three-day debate Saturday on
the controversial findings of its
commission on world information and communication
problems.
The commission, chaired by
Irish Nobel and Lenin prize
winner Sean Macbride, produced a 500-page final repon
that some Western observers
feared might turn into
UNESCO-endorsed
legislation to curb press freedoms.
If you drink like a fish, swim
- don't drive.

LITE BEER FROM MILLER.
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED
IN ABEER. AND LESS.

An Equal Opportunity Employer (MIF/
1980 Miller Brewing Co M1lwau~ee Wis

LET OUR FUTURE BECOME YOUR FUTURE

no significant change in total
college enrollment.
College enrollment of blacks
aged 14 to 34, which doubled
between 1969 and 1975,
remained nearly steady since,
the repon notes.

THE MOST POPULAR SIGNS
IN BASEBALL.

Rosalind Clay
November 5, 1980

P.O. Box727
san Bruno, C31lfornla 94066
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UNESCO Delegates
Debate Press Report

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS SCHEDULED:

Thursday, November 13, 1980

As inflation gnaws at the
purchasing power of the
dollar, people are beginning
to look for different ways
to make their savings earn
more.
An interesting oppor·
tunity for the average inves·
tor is the chance to receive
nearly the same high yields
in the money market that
larger investors have enjoyed for so long.

Women Engineers
Select Queen

ENGINEER INTERVIEWS
Build Your Engineering career
asvou
Build the Navy's western Facilities

OCTOBER 23-28, 1980
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National Forest Service
Offer Summer Jobs
Santa Fe, N. M. Application packets are now
available for those persons
interested in summer employment with the National Park
Service, according to Roben I_.
Kerr, Southwest Regional
Director of the agency.

51.DW DOWN

~db~

THEY DEPs«) ON YOU

"The packets containing
application forms and a list of
available positions may be
obtained by writing to the
Personal Office, National
Park Service, Southwest Regional Office, P. 0. Box 728,
Room 110, Santa Fe, N. M.
87501 or by calling SOS
988-6641 , " Kerr said. The
application may also be picked
up at any of the National Park
Service areas in the Southwest
Region, which includes the
states of New Mexico, Texas,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma and the northeast corner
of Arizona.

PEOPLES CLEANERS
DRY CLEANING, ALTERATIONS, LAUNDRY
SERVICE AND LEATHER CLEANING

826-3847 -

Day or Night

P. 0. Box 136
Hempstead, Texas
1 - 2 HOUR CLEANING SERVICE
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PV Health Center Seeks
To Broaden Services

The Beauty of The Rose
The simple rose a flower of beauty
The simple rose a flower of truth
made especially for me and you
life is only but a rose
live it right and all well goes
live it wrong and everything blows
love is only but a rose
love the things you say and do
you will find the world pleasant for you

CAPPING CEREMONY - Dr. Jewelean Mangaroo,
Dean of the College of Home Economics is shown capping a
student during recent ceremonies in Houston.

Education is only but a rose
Educate the child teach him to write
Watch his mind grow day and night
To think of a rose think of success
What ever you do, do your best:

Kappa Alpha Omega News
The Alpha Alpha Chapter of
Kappa Alpha Omega Fraternity would like to congratulate
Brothers Marshall Jackson and
Raymond Holley on being
chosen 2/3 of the triad of
drum majors for the Prairie
View A&M University Marching Band. These brothers, in
their accomplishments, have
exempli fled the ideals of the
fraternity. The brothers also
would like to congratulate Mr.
Seba Houston as the third pan
of this trio. During this fall
period, the brothers will be
doing volunteer service at the

Prairie View A&M University
Child Care Center. The
fraternity, in service to the
Praiarie View A&M University
Marching Band is sponsoring
an aluminum can drive as a
means of raising funds to help
support the band's uniform
drive. In it's educational
efforts, the fraternity is
sponsoring an essay contest
entitled "The Assets of A
College Education to enhance
the writing skills of the
freshman population. Funher
details are pending. The
winner receives $25 cash prize.
The contest is open to
freshQ!.en students only.
The officers for this year are
as follows:
President: Michael Love
Vice - President: Marshall
Jackson
Secretary-Treasurer: Norman Bryant
Dean of Pledgees: Raymond
Holley
Assistant Dean of Pledgees:
Walter Jackson
Michael Love
"Deathstar"

By Alex Knightshead

Growing
If you can think,

and not let thought take over your mind;
If you can experience the roar of a crowd,
and with all the applause,
you hear silence;
If you can weep among a body of people,
and let not a tear be seen;
If you can strive for a goal,
and let not ambition over take you in its grasp
and squeeze life's goal from you,
and you can say, "I tried";
If you can teach,
and not let teaching change the attitude or life
and wisdom and believe you don't know all;
If you can learn to admit to yourself "defeat:•
and not bow head in rejection;
If you can take criticism and not strike back with
negative outward aggression;
If you can love and not let the game of love take over,
and if the game gets too hard for you to bear,
you can come out with your head held high;
If you can spend endless hours and days forseeing the
future as it really is and let not the stress of
realism break you;
If you can feel and not let the feeling destroy love,
and if you can give your life to a cause;
If you can bow down in honor and take a chance on
becoming the victor . . .
... then my son ...
... you are a man!

1-
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Dear Friends:

LOANS: Share Secured
P.eal Estate

Personal

Please call or come by and ask for me.
Thank you,
TIM LEWIS

SHARES: (Savings)

10% Annual Percentage Rate
12% Annual Percentage Rate
15% AMual Percentage Rate

LAWRENCE MARSHALL /i
CHEVROLET-OLDS,, INC.~,o!Bltl
P. 0. Box 983 -

HEMPSTEAD
826-2411

and throat clinic to serve 200
clients in the same age group.
It also will help provide
transportation to the center for
500 persons unable to get there
because no public transportation is available in the county,
she said.
The grant also means that
persons suffering from strokes
or other disabilities can be
brought in for physical
therapy, a service not now
available in the county.
Persons needing the treatment
now must drive at least 50
miles for it, she said.
Serving the county as well as
its more than 5,000 students is
not a new role for the college
health center. It already
operates a family planning
clinic which is used by more
than 2,000 persons, an
immunization clinic and a
dental clinic.
"We also hope to screen
school-age children for hidden
medical problems:• she said.
Dr. Kelley, a specialist in internal medicine who recently
completed a residency program
at Baylor college of Medicine,
said the grant will allow
expansion of the health
education program, now a part
of the family planning unit to
include classes on diabetes,
high blood pressure and
nutrition.
The center now will be able
to open its pharmacy so
persons needing prescription
medicines may pick them up at
the same time they come for
medical services, and to offer
routine X-ray services, she
said.
Dr. Kelley said the program
will integrate its program with
\\ aller County's Memorial
Hospital, referring persons
there who need hospitalization, extensive
ray or
laboratory wor~
The health center hospital
itself serves only students, and
it patient loau can range from
none to a full house, Dr. Kelley
said.
The Health Systems Agency
is affiliated \\1th the HoustonGalvestor Area Council. It

A Houston Chronicle Story
by
Moselle Boland

1
1

reviews requests for grants and
for hospital construction or
renovation. It serves the same
13-county area as H-OAC.
The village of Frijole on US
near Pine Springs (near New
Mexico border) in Culberson
County boasts the highest
elevation. S.450 fee,. of any
post office in Texas.
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MEET PRIVATE BENJAMIN - Coming soon to local and area theaters.

Not for Charity

But for Setclce•

I

OFFICE HOURS: N\onday thru Friday 9:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Hempstead

I

HEMPSTEAD CLEANERS
DRY CLEANING
Alterations -

Laundry Service

12th and Austin

When it comes to campaign charisma, nobody draws crowds like
"The Bull:' Schlitz Malt Liquor is a
proven vote-getter at campus parties throughout the country. it's
got the big, bold taste that politicos
of all persuasions can rally around
... the taste that's made "The Bull"
Amenca·s Number One choice in
malt liquor.
Remember. there may be other candidates with great taste, but Schlitz
Malt Liquor is the only one that
tastes great!

Hempstead, Texas

I

k

I

Phone 826-3798

PHONE: (713/ 857-.4925)
HOUSTON
463-8484

1

7% Annual Percentage Rate

OUR MOTTO: ..Not for Profit

CHEVROLET

For the first time since it was
built more than two years ago,
Prairie View A&M University's Owens Franklin Health
Center has the prospect of
being fully used.
A Wednesday action by a
projects review committee of
the Health Systems Agency
paved the way to open now
closed and darkened clinic
areas, for wnich the space and
modern equipment has been
available since the building was
completed.
Approval by the committee
of a certificate of need nears
completion of the health
center's application for a
federal Rural Health Incentives grant which will expand
the medical services available
to the poor of Waller County.
Waller County is designated
as medically underserved by
the federal government, which
means there are not enough
doctors and medical services
available in proportion to the
population and the number of
elderly and poor living there.
The $190,000 grant, earlier
approved by the Health
Systems Agency and already
funded by the government will
pay for the expens needed to
staff such services as the eye
and ear clinics, physical
therapy and X-ray services.
The application now must be
approved by the Area Health
Commission, of which the
Health Systems Agency provides the research staff, and by
the Texas Health Facilitte
Commission.
Funds for the building,
which includes a 43-bed
hospital for Prairie V,e,,..
students, came from student
fees, but until now no money
has been available to staff the
various specialized areas, said
Or. Janice Kelley, health
center administrator since
July.
Dr. Kelley, who now will
serve full time as director of
the new program, said the
grant wtll enable the eye clinic
to serve at least 200 elderly
persons and 300 children and
teen.agers, and the ear, nose

A Service to The Prairie View Community for Over Forty Two Years

As a special sales representative for Lawrence
Marshall Chevy-Olds I can offer you and your friends
great deals on new or used cars and trucks.
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College Students Complete Nevvspaper Fund Internships
Princeton, New Jersey
(October I , 1980) - Fifty-one
college students have completed summer internships
operated through the Newspaper Fund.
The Editing Internship
Program placed 40 selected

under-graduates on daily
newspapers and wire service
copydesks, and awarded each
student a $700 scholarship.
The Minority Internship
Program involved 11 students
who are doing graduate work.
After working a full summer

on daily newspapers, these
students received $ I ,000 scholarships.
The editing interns attended
one of four preparatory
courses before beginning their
internships. These two-week
crash courses were taught by

Dr. Edward Trayes at Temple
University (Philadelphia), Dr.
William Turpin at Virginia
Commonwealth University
(Richmond), Prof. Daryl
Moen and Prof. Brian Brooks
at the University of Missouri,
and Dr. John Clarke at Ohio

State University.
Prior to their internships,
the minority interns attended a
three-week crash course taught
by Prof. Samuel Adams and
Mr. William Hilliard at the
University of Kansas.
Grants to support these

When ~ou need some
notes atl:OOa.m.,you find out
who your friends are.

Newspaper Fund programs
came from Dow Jones &
Company, Inc., and the
sponsoring newspapers and
wire services.
Salaries of the editing and
minority interns also were paid
by the newspapers that hired
them for the summer.
These internship programs
help students to become
proficient in all phases of
copyediting and headline
writing, and as a result sharpen
their skills for professional
news work. The goal of the
Minority Internship Program
is to identify potential
managers for newspapers.
Students, their schools when
they were selected, and the
newspapers that participated in
the Minority Internship Program are:
Sharon Coleman {Northwestern U.), Milwaukee Journal; Marcia Debnam {U. of
Georgia), Danbury NewsTimes; Joycelynn (North
Carolina Central U.), Forida
Times-Union; Malrey Head
(U. of Missouri), Kansas City
Times; Keith Harriston {Morehouse College}, Wall Street
Journal; Patricia Marroquin
(California State Poly. U ./
Pomona), Wall Street Journal;
Miguel Martin (California
State U./Sacremento), Minneapolis Tribune; Peter Reneau
{U. of Wisconsin/ Milwaukee),
Hartford Courant; David
Squires (U. of North Carolina), St. Paul Pioneer Press &
Dispatch; Olivia Winslow
(Howard U.), Providence
Journal & Bulletin; Winford
Wright (Norfolk State U.).
Detroit Free Press.

Cross Country
Meet Held
by Leonard Woodard
Wharton Junior College
topped Prairie View in the
Terlingua Track Club CrossCountry Meet at Hermann
Park, 26-82. Texas Southern
finished third with 95.

The Panthers strided back
into form at Terlingua. Men's
coach Hoover Wright said,
"We were flat against
Grambling but we came back
strong in this meet. We
bounced back real nice'.'
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You left the notes for
chapter 6 in the library. A sure
sign that tomorrow's test will
be heavy with questions from
chapter 6. Someone you know
is about to get a phone call.
He's not going to like it, but he's
going to come through. When
this is over, do something
special for him. Tonight, let it
be Lowenbrau.

. .. . . . . . . .. . .

..
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Energy Workshop Held for Elementary-Junior High Teachers
The Prairie View A&M
University Minority Center for
Energy Affairs sponsored a
workshop entitled ''General
Energy Education Workshop
for Elementary and Junior
High School Teachers!' Coordinators of the workshop
were: Dr. John R. Williams,
Head of the Chemistry
Department and Director for
the Center for Energy Affairs;
Mrs. Jeanette H. Malveaux,
Associate Director for Energy
Affairs; and Mrs. Loraine 0.
Kirkpatrick, Instructor for the
workshop.

towards teachers who represented disciplines other than
science to demonstrate how
energy related concepts can be
fused into mathematics, social
studies, language arts, speech,
industrial arts, consumer education, home economics,
health, art, career education
and science. This approach
was used because if the
educational program on energy
conservation is to have
maximum value, it should
begin prior to the time
individuals become heavy users
and wasters of energy.

pany of Waller; The Texas
Solar Society; The Texas
Energy and Natural Resources
Advisory Council; pertinent
films; laboratory experiences;
published resource materials
and field trips were extremely
valuable further. participants

The workshop was designed
to assist teachers, administrators, and other school
personnel in the process of
infusing energy education
concepts into the public school
curriculum. The workshop
focused on the basic concerns
and needs of people as related
to energy conservation can
become a meaningful part of
all disciplines in elementary
and secondary schools. As a
part of the educational and
academic programs component, the Center for Energy
affairs directed its attention

Feedback from the participants in the workshop
suggested that the workshop
was successful in all aspects.
The participants felt that
untilization of consultants
from Prairie View A&M
University College of Engineering; Prairie View A&M
University Co-Operative Extension Department; Texas
Education Agency; Houston
Lighting and Power Energy
Center; Texas A&M University
Center for Energy and Mineral
Resources; Exxon Oil Company, Cal-Gas Propane Com-

-

Drew Hall Fire Causes
Smoke Damage
Prairie View's Drew Hall
had a fire Sunday night,
October 19, at approximately
I :30 a.m., but it was a false
alarm.
Hours later a second fire was
reported, this time it was for
real. Someone started a fire in
the garbage shute.
Prairie View's Fire Department was on hand. Smoke
spread throughout the entire
four floors. Ambulances were
needed. Also the side doors of
Drew Hall were locked.

Ladies tried making their
way out through the front door
only; perhaps if the side doors
were opened the ladies could
have abandoned Drew Hall
quicker.
Some ladies lost clothing in
this fire, and some where
missing belongings. Smoke
accumulation made it hard for
the ladies to return to their
rooms, until hours later. It is
still unknown who started the
fire and why. Ladies will
change their attitudes towards
the fact of being housed in
Drew.

felt that the information
presented could and would be
implemented in their curriculum during the academic year.
The participants represented
several school districts in and
near Waller County and
university students majoring in

elementary education. The
following represents a geographical percentage analysis:
Brenham 200Jo, Hempstead
120Jo, Brookshire 12%, Prairie
View 12%, Waller 120Jo and
Prairie View A&M University
students 32%.

SCENE FROM ENERGY EDUCATION WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS.

PUT YOUR SCIENTIFIC OR
ENGINEERING DEGREE
TOWORK

Club PantleettB Plans
Annual Night of
MFun and Dant:e*
Houston Club Pantherette is
having a night of "Fun and
Dance!' This night is the night
to clap your hands, stomp your
feet and move your body to
the disco beat.
The party will be held after
the Prairie View Panthers-Texas Southern Tigers game to be
held in Houston. It will take
place at the Villa Inn Hotel off
Main and 610 South Saturday, November 22, 1980.
Tickets will go on sale
beginning November I, 1980.
Tickets in advance are $2.00
and $3.00 at the door. The
party will be held to support
the club and other athletic
organizations. Come on out
and "Shake Your Groove
Thang'.'

SET YOUR SIGHTS
ON THE COMPANY THAT
SETS THE STANDARDS.
The ELECTRONICS and SPACE DIVISION of
Emerson Electric. Broad-based in product line.
International in scope and influence. An innovator ... setting the standards that others will
follow for years to come. Emerson lists Flexible
Armament Systems, Tactical Rockets, Airborne
Ground Sensors, Radar and much more among
its accomplishments.
Emerson's ELECTRONICS and SPACE DIVISION is located in St. Louis, Missouri. Historic,

Cosmopolitan. St. Louis is a city that boasts
many recreational and entertainment opportunities as well as a superior standard of living.
The ELECTRONICS and SPACE DIVISION of
Emerson leads the industry in quality and innovation. We offer top salaries and comprehensive
benefits, as well as a superior professional environment. Come talk with us. We'll beon campus:

Tuesday, October 28, 1980
Check with your engineering placement office
for time and location.

I

Electronics~ S-paceDivision
--;

_ _I

~
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EMERSON ELECTRIC
8100 W. Florissant
Station 2627
St. Louis, MO 63136

Plan ning
Administration
Quality Assurance
Manufacturing
Procurement

Marvin Miller finished
eighth in the meet with a time
of 21:43 and Mark Roy and
Mel Trahan finishing 11th and
12th respecitively.
Other finishers were Keith
Lundy, James Stewart and
Alfred Hurd.
Prairi-e View Pantherettes
finished third in the meet with
a score of 67. The Pantherettes
also came back strong with
track coach Barbara Jacket
giving praise to her team.
Coach Jacket said, "We hope
we can continue to improve,
because as long as you can see
improvement you know you
are doing something right!'
Sandra Hannah finished
eighth among the cross-country runne rs with a time of
12:28. Shari Maiben and
Geraldine Hall finished I Ith
and 12th respectively.
Other finishers were Sheila
LaBome, Rochelle Nelson,
Vicki Richardson, Easter
Gabriel, and Vanessa Williams.

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER

Cost Esti mating
Contracts
Plant Engineeri ng
Program Management
Marketing

If you·re a deg-ee cand1datl' u..hn would l1kl' to embark on a lutc re
onm1ed scient,hc "' "'9™"'""9 c&"'Y tt,..n co,,-,,1,r 1he United Stat,,s
Air Fore~ Ifs one of the fin~~, opponun1llt>'l- m the nauon
Comple1100 of our three mon1h Officer Trd1111ng School_ne1, \iOU ~n
ofhc~r's commt>>K>n and laundw, vou m10 d can>er that , ~ah.-d ror
tomorrow Our ~urpment 1s among tht> lint?, t our '4'0f'Mtng (on
dllK>n~ are eKcellent. and our Ol1nefns packdgl' unma1ched fmd out
.:shoot a space age servKt> from your rwMt>:it A ir Foret> r«-nnt\:'f

A great way of life

SSGT. RONALD HAMILTON
U. S. Air Force
707 University Dr.
College Station, Tx 77840
(713) 846-6790 (Collect)

equal opportunity employer m/1
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Final Services Held for Three PV-ites

Support the Panthers
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In many ways, colle:ge: pre:pare:s you to think inde:pe;nde:ntly. ~t•s
a great quality for an e:nglneer to have:. But just as important is the
ability to work e:ffe:ctively on a te:am . We:'ve: found that the results
of te:am work are: much, much greater than the: sum of the parts.
That's why Fluor, one: of the: country's large:st and leadi ng engine:e:ring and construction firms, is organized totally around the team
concept.
As a ne:w e:ngine:e:r you'll be: assigne:d to a proje:ct that matche:s your
abilltie:s and inte:rests. You'll stay with the: project from start to
finish, all the: while: de:ve:loping new skills and polishing your ability
to contribute as ·a task force: membe:r. We think the approach
makes you more capable of inde:pe;nde:nt cre:ativity, not less. At the
same time: you're in the: pe:rfe:ct position to le:am from more e:xpe:rie:nce:d profe:ssionals who come: from many d isciplines. For the ne:w
graduate: in particular, that Is a productive: place to be.
So if you're: thinking about your potential in the job market, why
not think about doubling it? Le:t us te:11 you more: about the Fluor
team and about the: great salary, full be:ne:fits and advanceme:nt pote:ntial that make us a top Fortune 500 company. We will be: inte:rvie:wing on campus Friday, Novembe:r 7, 1980 for the following
disciplines:

For more details, contact your place:me:nt office.
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ENGINEERS & CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
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- F. G. Fry Funeral services for Francis
G. Fry, 80, professor emeritus
of electrical engineering at
Prairie View A&M University,
were held at 2:00 p. m. Sunday,
October 19 at Mt. Corinth
Baptist Church in Hempstead,
Texas.
An active business a nd
commun ity leader since his
ret irement at the university in
1967, Mr. Fry, in partnership
with his wife, Mrs. Virgie Fry
operated a restaurant in the
city of Prairie View and for
several years p ublished the
Prairie View City News.
His dates of service at the
university covered 49 years beginning in 1918 after completing the bachelors degree at
Prairie View. He continued his
education for t he Masters
degree a nd beyond at Kansas
State University. In addition to
teaching, he held the position
of chief engineer in charge of
university operated utility
services. H\: is also credited
with constructing and operaing a radio stateion, KPVS,
and having served for three
years with the university's
Liberian Project in Africa!.
The Reverend J. Roland
Hicks, pastor at Mt. Corinth,
was in charge of the services
and funeral arrangements were
handled by Singleton Funeral

Anne C. Preston

F. G. Fry
Home - Hempstead. Visitation with the deceased was
scheduled prior to services,
and burial was in tl\e Prairie
View Memorial Cemetery.
Survivors are widow, Mrs.
Virgie P. Fry (a first wife,
Ethel, mother of his four
children preceded him in death
in 1958); a son, Francis, lr.,
three daughters, Mrs. Mary
Ethel Moore and Mrs. Irene
Davis, both of Prairie View;
and Mrs. Jean Bryant of San
Diego, California; Stepsons
Samuel Mason of Houston,
Texas and Davict Mason of Los
Angeles, California; a brother,
Louie E. Fry of Washington,
D.C. and several grandchildren and great grandchildren.
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Funeral services for Mrs.
Anne C. Preston, 79, retired
Prairie View A&M University
teacher and community and
religious leader were held
Friday, October 17 at 11:00
a.m. at St. Francis Episcopal
Church in erairie View. The
Reverend James Sproat, vicar
at St. Francis, officiated.
Mrs. Preston died Tuesday,
October 14 at Memorial
Hospital in Hempstead.
Her services at Prairie View
A&M covered a period of
thirty-three years (1933-1967),
where she served as supervising
teacher in the campus
laboratory schools, as professor of elementary education

Thomas Mosely

Thomas Mosely
Services were held on
Saturday, October I 8 for
Thomas W. Mosley, 73, a
Prairie View alumnus and local
resident.
The Reverend J . Roland
Hicks and C. J. Jones
officiated at rites held at Mt.
Corinth Baptist Church in
Hempstead. Burial was at
Prairie View Memorial Cemetery with Carl Barnes Funeral
Home, Houston, in charge.
A native of Yoakum, Texas,
Mr. Mosely served as an
instructor there and at West
and Gonzales and later became
principal in Trinity County
and at Peabody High School,
Hillsboro. Following retirement in Hillsboro he and his
wife, Odessa, built a home and
moved to the Prairie View

and director of student teaching. A native of Petersburg,
Virginia and graduate of Virginia State, she also served as
Dean of Women at her alma
mater becoming to PV.
She held the Masters degree
from Columbia University in
New York City and pursued
additional study at several
major universities. Her travels
and other professional experiences were extensive.
Mrs. Preston was a member
of St. Francis Episcopal
Church where she was active as
a member of the Vestry, the
Altar Guild, and former
president fo The Women of St.
Francis. In 1968, she organized
the Prairie View Chapter of the
National Retired Teachers

GRADUATING ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS
in selecting your work assign1. Will the job offer challenge and
ment?
responsibility?
2. Will your future employer en- 5. Big sta rting salaries are nice b ut what is the sa lary g rowth
courage job mobility?
and promotion potential In the
3. Will your future emplo yer enjob?
courage, suppo rt and rewa rd
continued professional educ a- 6. Ca n you a fford the cost-ofliving in the area?
tion?
At Naval Weapons Center we
4. How much choice will you have

have given these things a lot of
consideration and believe we
have the answers for you.
Arrange throug h your p la cement
office to interview with our representative(s) on

MEMBER F. D. I. C.
Waller, Texas

NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER (CODE09201)

China Lake, CA 93555 • (714) 939-3371
An Equal Oppoltlnl1y Employer.
These ore Career Civil Service Positions.

24-HOUR SELF SERVICE
at

TOP LOADING SPEED QUEEN

Professional Emplo yment Coordinator

U.S. Citizenship Required

- by Tresie Thomas

meetings will be held in the
Harrington Science Building,
at 9:30 p.m., on Wednesdays.
We all can't be famous but
we all can be great for
great ness comes through
service and we all can serve.

Mosely-

and
r9ouBLE-LOAD PHILCO BENDIX MAC.HINES
Next Door f? Pick & Pay f ood Market
Hempstead, Texas

YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED

BANNER FOR MARCHING BAND - Music Department head Dr. Robert Henry (left) - sister• Miss Dorothy Burdine,
1111d staff
be h Id th
Prairie View, Texas and a
_mem ~ o
e new giant banner which will highlight the PV A&M Marching godchild, Mrs. Hattie Hilliard
Band d~g COIDlng performances. President A. I. Thomas and an unidentified observer are

shown a t nght.

Wa_dlington, Los Angeles,
Cahfornia.

Is

D
in your future?

coNnNuEn from Paf(e 8
community.
A 32nd degree mason, he
had been active with the
Retired Teachers Association,
PV Alumni and Tex-Community Corporation.

Jim Beckwourth, a Blac k
man, d iscovered a pass
through the Sie rra Nevada
mountains to California and
the Pacific Ocean in 1844.

FORD
la

Come see our

-

fine selection
USED
CARS

coNnNuED from Page 8
Association. At the time of her
passing she held membership
m the National Retired
Teachers Association, local
and state, and Kappa Delta Pi
National Honor Society in
Education.
The Ashford and Oliver
Mortuary of Navasota was in
charge of funeral arrangements, which included a
visitation period with th e
deceased from 7:00-9:00 p.m.,
Thursday evening. Burial was
in Denver, Colorado.
In lieu of flowers, contribut ions may be made to The
Anne C. Preston Memo rial
Fund , St. Francis- Prairie
View.
Survivors include foster

excellent and helpful critiques
which indicated that our
students did a very good job.
An outstanding job was done.
Twyla Harris who made it to
the final round in her event
Prose Interpretation. Thi;
qualifies her for The National
Foremsics tournament in
Bowling Green, Kentucky, in
April, 1981. All students are
welcome to participate in the
speech activities. If interested
contact the Forensics Society
President, Twyla Harris, at
4730 or one of the sponsors,
Dr. Eiland or Mr. Johnson, at
2354.

O

/

Ford and Mercury Products
HEMPSTEAD WASHATERIA

C . KAREN ALTIERI
If you cannot flt
an Interview Into
your schedule,
write or call:

GUARANTY BOND STATE BANK

October 24
We think you will like
what you hear.

This organt:ation is relatively new, founded this fall by
Rev. Micha el White and
Monroe Taylor. Rev. Whit e
states that this Civic Organization is not after self-glorification no r eyeservice a s m e n
pleasers, in singleness of heart
fearing God. This organization
is to ca ll attention to the
sta rving disposit ion of our
Brothers and Sisters in need.
Jesus said the poor will always
be with us so we have a
responsib ility to loose the
bands of wickedness to undo
the heavy burdens and to let
the oppressed go free. A
question may arise, Who will
O perati on Save the children
help? This organization will
help the little c hildren of
Waller a nd Hempstead. In
Areas where the family cannot
meet the needs of that chiid.
Another question you migh:
ask, How can I obtain
me mbership? By getting in
contact with Rev. White at 4 10
Fuller and Monroe Taylor at
400 Fuller. All are welcome.
How are we to raise funds?
Through charitable donations
o f canned foods and clothes
and money through sales. Our

See MOSELY, Page 9

See PRESTON, Page 9

Have you considered these factors In determining where you will work?

Several Prairie View s tudents recently attended an
intercollegiate speaking tournament at Southwest Texas
State University in San Marcos
on Seotember 27, 1980.
Sponsors of the Forensics
Society, Dr. Millard Eiland
and Mr. Curtis Johnson
accompanied by: Jackie Gibbs,
Raymond Greer, Twyla Harris, Reginald Hobbs, Rodney
Hobbs, Deborah Jackson,
Carla Richardson, Ricky
Singleton, Tresie Thomas, and
Cleveland Williams in the first
tournament for this academic
school year. According to Mr.
Johnson and Dr. Eiland, the
Prairie View students received

NINE

Preston-

Forensics Students
Compete in San Marcos

Operation: Save The Children

- Anne C. Preston -

Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Chemical Engineering

I
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HEMPSTEAD
FORD-MERCURY, INC.
HEM~STEAD, TEXAS

SUPPORTING THE PANTHERS

Research and development in

* electronics
* computer science
* mechanical engineering
* physics
* mathematics
See our representative for an on campus
interview Wednesday, October 29
NAVAL OCEAN SYSTEMS CENTER• SAN DIEGO,CAUFORNIA •
U.S. citizenship required • An equal opportunity employer • Federal Civil Service
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Football -

Lutheran 25 to the nine-yard
This set the stage for the
line. After three plays and most dramatic moment of the
CONTINUED from Page 11
one-yard, Prairie View was game. Rhodes' first field goal
r.e_t_u_rn_e_d-it_rr_o_m_t_h_e_T_ex_a_s__f_a_ce_d_w_i_th_a_fo_u_rth_-_an_d-_n_in_e_._ _
o_r_h_i_s_c_ar_e_e_r_c_am_e_f_ro_m
_ _,25

How About an
Engineering
Career in
~
Los Angeles? ·
Openings available with the
Department of Water and
Power for engineering
graduates in electrical,
mechanical and civil
engineering with strong
technical training and good
communications skills.

COMPETITIVE SALARIES
AND BENEFITS
._ PLANNING
L. DESIGN
l. WATER QUALITY
[ CONSTRUCTION
L QUALITY ASSURANCE
t
OPERATIONS
Contact Career Planning and Placement

Center at your school or write to or call:

Ray Adams, Engineering Recruitmen t Office
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
Room 503
P.O. Box 111 , Los Angeles. CA 90051
Telephone (213) 481 -4542

• Career Oriented Employment
• Professional Development
Opportunity
• Job Stability
• Advancement Based on Merit
• Equal Employment Opportunity
• Group Health and Life Insurance
• Excellent Retirement Plan
• Paid Vacation and Holidays
• Reimbursement for Graduate
Study at Local Universities
• Credit Union
• Other Employee Benefits

We will be interviewing on your campus soon.
Check your Career Planning and Placement Office
for an interview appointment

• ,I.
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Edge Panthers 12-0

by Leonard Woodard
The Prairie View Panthers
dropped their fifth game of the
season to the Bishop Tigers
12-0 in Dallas.
The loss marked Prairie
View's 16th straight, two shy
of the record 18 losses set
during the 1973, 1974 and 1975
seasons.
Defensively, the Panthers
didn't allow a single touchdown to Bishop's offense. The
Tigers' Roy Pruitt kicked a 26
yard field goal on their second
possession of the game. In the
second quarter, sophomore
Joe Eaton intercepted a
Panther pass and returned it 20
yards for a touchdown. In the
third quarter, Prairie View
punter Wilben Meyers had the
ball snapped over his head and
out of the end zone for a safety
and were now down by a score
of 12-0.
The Tiger ground game was
headed up by freshman Billy
Hargrave who carried 29 times

yards away. He missed earlier
from 48 and 30 yards with
none getting close to the
uprights but this last one just
barely cleared the middle of
the uprights for a Panther field
goal.
Panther Ronnie Dennis seemed not to mind the bad
weather because he was
covering the field as much as
the water, registering 11
unassisted tackles and eight
assists.
The vict Jry also marked
Cooper's fi rst win of his
college coaching career.

''rm doubling
my chances
for success!'
Adding Army ROTC to your college
education can double your chances too.
Regardless of your cho en major,
Army ROTC training magnifies your
total learning experience.
11-aini.ng that helps you develop into
a leader, as well as a manager of money
and materials. It develop , your selfconfidence and decision-making abilities.
And gives you the kill and knowledge
you can use anywhere. In college. In the
military. And in civilian life.
Army ROTC provide scholarship
opportunities and financial assistance
too. But, most importantly, Army ROTC
lets you graduate with both a college
degree and a commission in today's
Army, including the Army Reserve and
National Guard.
So come out ahead by enrolling in
Army ROTC. For more information
contact:

ARMY ROTC

DOUBLES YOUR.CHANCES FOR SUCCESS.
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Panthers Win 3-0

PV Basketball Teams

Begin Practice
Women's Team Has New Coach
Harry Gunner has faced a
lot of challenges in his athletic
career and Wednesday he
started another one - that of
women's basketball coach at
Prairie View.
Gunner welcomed nearly 25
prospects to the first day of
practice and will have to trim
that down to around 15 when
the pant hcrettes open the
basketball season November
18 at Wiley College. The first
home game is December 9
against Wiley.
"It's a challenge," Gunner
admited. "I have been around
women's basketball and helped
with women in other sports but
I have not coached women's
basketball before," he said.
Another challenge in that
he'll only have three letter
winners from last year's team
that posted an 8-13 record .
Those three are 5- 7 junior
Felecia Harris from Rockdale;

5-7 sophomore Elora Faye Lee
from Pine Bluff, Ark. and 5-6
sophomore Betty McNair from
Chicago, Ill.
Lee averaged 5-7 points per
game last year, fifth best on
the team but tops among the
returnees. She was the leader
by pulling down 8.9 rebounds
per game.
"We'll be exciting to
watch," Gunner promised .
"We'll have a young ball club
but we won't be playing
slowdown basketball just
because t hese are women
playing.
"We only have four
returning players - counting
sophomore Linda Morrison, a
sophomore from Austin who
was ineligible the second
semester - but we have some
freshmen who can play
basketball and are cager to
learn," he said.

Coach White's Hopes Are High
One day of basketball
practice has left second-year
coach Calvin White "very
optimistic" about the upcoming season at Prairie View.
The basketball season got
underway Wednesday with
White greeting nearly 25
prospects for the coming
season which opens December
I with the Panthers at
Southern University.
" We're in much better shape
basketball wise than we were
this time last year," White said
after running his charges
through their first day of
Practice.
"We've been with the
veteran players a year now and
they know what I want
and gained 144 yards. The
much improved Panther
ground game was lead by
sophomore Norman Briscoe
who rambled for 61 yards on
13 carries. The Panthers intercepted Tiger quarterback
Lester Gillespie t hreee times
and only gave up 10
completions for 154 yards.
Three Panther quarterbacks
combine for three completions
for 24 yards and gave up four
interceptions.

offensively and defensively,"
he said. "We have some
freshmen in who are fundamentally sound and we expect
them to catch on real quick."
"Of course we expect the
returning players to provide
the leadership. We are
expecting a lot of leadership
from seniors Al Cross and
Reginald Spivey," White said.
White is expecting a lot more
from those two since both
stand 6-7. Other returning
lettermen for White, in his
second year as head basketball
coach, are 6-2 senior Johnnie
Price; 6-4 junior Alonzo
Reynolds; 6-5 Sophomore
Michael Shelton; 6-4 sophomore Tilden Trotter and 6-1
sophomore Kevin Vandebilt.
The second-year mentor will
have to develop some
firepower quickly since all four
players who averaged better
than l O points per game last
year have graduated. Spivey
and Reynolds both averaged
8. 7 points per game last season
and those are the top scoring
averages returning. Spivey was
the team's leading rebounder
pulling down nearly 10 per
game.

lf-r9uwant
a challenging career,
CoME GROW WI1Hus.
Continental Telephone is o young, growing compony that makes up the notion's third lorgest non-Bell
telecommunicotions system. And we're diversifying.
Ovr role in satellite ond internotionol communications
is impressive.
In Texos, Continental operates in rurol ancJ suburban
oreos with its heodquorters in Dallas. We've grown
ropidly . . . and that's where you come in.
Continentol Telephone is seeking individuals who
will help us meet the chollenge that our future holds.
On Thursday, November 6, our recruiters will be
on compus to interview interested seniors who ore
majoring in:
ELECTRONICS OR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Leorn more about us. Information is ovoiloble in
the Placement Office. You'll see why we're proud of
our post and excited about our future.

(';";' Continental Telephone
~ of Texas

ii. O, Box 30098

Dallas, Texas 75230
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FOOTBALL ACTION-SCENES FROM RECENT CAMPUS GAME.

PV Track Team to Compete -

SWAC Cross Country at Grambling
Both Hoover Wright and
Ms. Barbara Jacket, men's and
women's cross country coach
at Prairie View will be looking
up Monday at the Southwestern Athletic Conference
cross-country meet at Grambling, La.
Both have hopes of their
teams finishing higher than
they did last year - the men in
a fourth place finish and the
women in a third place finish.
"We'll be struggling for a
high quality fifth runner,"
Wright said. "We are pretty
well set with our top four in
Marvin Miller, Mark Roy, Mel

Trahan and Kevin Hill, but we
need our No. 5 runner to be
bunched closer to the rest of
our squad. I'm pretty well
satisfied that our top four
runners will be among the top
finishers but that No. 5 man
needs to be in there also."
"With determ ination we
should do well," Ms. Jacket
said. "I won't make any
predictions of how we will
finish or about the other teams
because this is the SW AC and
all of the teams are real, strong
and any one of the teams could
win it."
The Pantherettes have won

the meet two of the last three
years finishing third last year
and Ms. Jacket will only have
one sophomore and the rest
freshmen running in the meet.
That's no problem however.
"We ha ve progressed from
week to week and athletes
never go into a situation
planning to lose, winning is
always on your mind. Talent
wise we are young but if they
give l 00 per cent for Prairie
View we should finish in the
top half of the meet," she said.
Wright meanwhile tabbed
Jackson State and Grambling
as two of the top men's teams

By Leonard Woodard
Parliment-Funkadelic's hit
record "Knee-Deep" was an
excellent description of the
water-level of Blackshear Field
Saturday as Prairie View broke
it's 16-game losing streak with
a dramatic 3-0 victory over
Texas Lutheran.
· The winning score was a
25-yard field goal by Paul
Rhodes with 34 seconds left.
Prairie View's defense set
the game's pace with a strong
defensive effort. A goal line
stand led by Kevin Reynolds
and J ames Hayes stopped
Bulldog q uarterback Mike
Cantu on the one-yard line in
the first half.
Both teams exchanged
fumbles and mild scoring
threats in the second quarter
and as halftime neared the
rains came down harder and
faster. W ith 1:23 showing,
twin bolts of lightning bit

behind the Hobart Taylor Fine
Arts building and the referee
called an early end to the first
half.
The third quarter consisted
of crisp hitting by both squads.

THE HERO-Paul Rhodes
kicked the 25 yard field goal
for PV winning score.

Neither team was able to move
the ball effectively against
good defense and the elements
of nature. By the middle of the
third quarter the south end of
the field was nearly under
water and the markers
completely covered.
Panther quarterback Maurice Mitchell hit two passes for
the game and his only
completion of the second half
in the blinding rain went to
Andrew Winzer, who made a
sliding catch in a big rain
puddle that put the Pantbrs in
Bulldog territory.
Neither team was able to
mount a serious drive in the
rain putting punting at a
premium. After a Wilbert
Meyers punt had left the
Bulldogs deep in their own
territory Reynolds picked off
an errant Cantu pass and
See FOOTBALL. Page 10

Three Football Players Dismissed From Team
Three top football players
have been dismissed from the
Prairie View football team by
head Coach Cornelius Cooper
for a "rules in frac tion
concerning team travel."
The three are Alvis Prince, a
in the meet, not discounting
the Panthers too, he said.
Jackson has the meet's
defending individual champion
in Michael Watson, who has
won it the last two times.

senior defensive tackle from
Houston; Dwayne Houston, a
sophomore offensive guard
from Dallas and John
Zachary, a junior defensive
back from Waco, Tx.
Prince had appeared in all
five Panther games this season
and had played a major role in
the team's defensive line.
Houston, like Prince, had
appeared in all five games,
starting the season at lineback-

er then being switched t o
offensive guard where he saw
considerable action. Zachary
missed the first two games
because of an injury but has
seen considerable amount of
playing the last three.
Prince was the No. 4 tackler
on the Panther squad with 22
total while Zachary had scored
one touchdown, a 74-yard
punt return against Southern
and had logged 13 total
tackles.

THIS WEEKEND,
YOU'RE AS GOOD AS HOME

ON GREYHOUND.

The Naval Ship Weapon Systems Engineering
Station, Port Hueneme, California
CIVIL SERVICE CAREER OPPORTUNITY

working with experts in weapon systems
technology involving in-service engineering
and integrated logistics support for
nearly 150 U.S. Navy ships - tactical
software, digital computer, missile
testing. launching systems. threedimensional search radars. etc.

OPPORTUNITY FOR GRADUATE EDUCATION
AT NEARBY UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.

Port Hueneme is on the scenic Pacific
Coastline within a short drive to
beautiful Santa Barbara and the cultural and
educational opportunities of Los Angeles.

GENEROUS CIVIL SERVICE BENEFITS.
FLEXTIME. DELIGHTFUL SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA COASTAL CLIMATE.

Uncrowded community. Let's talk it over.
REQUIREMENTS: !JS OR MS IN ENGINEERING

(preferably electrical. electronics or
mechanical).

. With convenient, economical
Friday departt.res and Suiday returns.
Weekends this school year can be the best travel time ever with
going-home bargains from Greyhound . And, as always, whenever you
go Greyhound, you get the comfort, convenience, and reliability we' re
famous fo r.
Just check the schedules below for the Greyhound routes going
your way. Most schedules stop at convenient suburban locations . Call
your local Greyhound representative for information.and you're as
~~M~~ '
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY

Our representative will be
on your campus
November 5
Or write or call for more information :

Friday
Lv Pra 1r1e View

1·41 PM

Lv Dallas

Lv College Station
Ar Waco
Ar Dallas

2:49 PM
5:10 PM
7:35 PM

Lv Waco
Ar College Station
Ar Prairie View

Sunday

1·35 PM
4·20 PM
6:41 PM

7:49 PM

Civilian Personnel Department (Code 0610)
Schedu,~ ~ operate every weekend with the exception of holidays , exam week,
and semestt:, '.''<!ak Prices a nd sched ules subject to change. Some service
requires reservatu.,, .~

NAVAL SHIP WEAPON SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING STATION
Port Hueneme, CA 93043
Call collect (805) 982-5073
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/ F

U S. C1hzensh1p Required

..

